Two signal processing methods for laser-Doppler perfusion velocimetry are presented. The methods are based on the calculation of the moments of the frequency power spectrum. The first uses x~-filtering (w is the frequency) with analogous electronics, the second uses signal autocorrelation with digital electronics. Comparison is made with a third instrument: a spectrum analyzer coupled to a computer, using Fourier transform techniques. The performance of these setups (sensitivity, limit sensitivity and accuracy) are investigated. We propose a calibration standard for signal processors to be used for blood perfusion measurements. The analogous instrument proved to be the cheapest but the digital instrument had the best performance.
Introduction
In this paper we present two different signalprocessing methods to derive the blood perfusion measured with a laser-Doppler perfusion meter. The instruments are compared with a third method: direct Fourier transform using a frequency spectrum analyzer, coupled to a computer. The performance of the different instruments such as accuracy, sensitivity and limit sensitivity will be discussed, and we will show results from measurements on skin tissue and from model experiments using a signal generator and a laser-Doppler signal simulator. The accuracy is defined here as the maximum relative deviation from linearity, the sensitivity is defined as the output per unit of input signal and the limit sensitivity is defined as the smallest measurable signal with given accuracy.
A performance test procedure for a sensitivity calibration for a laser-Doppler signal processing unit is introduced. This sensitivity calibration enables a more objective comparison of measurements performed with different blood flow meters.
Laser-Doppler velocimetry provides a method for non-invasive measurement of the perfusion of tissue. The tissue is illuminated with a monochromatic light source and back-scattered light from the tissue is collected at a detector at a nearby site (see Fig. 1 ). Due to interaction with moving red blood cells, some photons may be frequency-shifted which causes the intensity of the detector to fluctuate because of interference. These fluctuations provide the information from which a measure for the perfusion can be derived [1, 10] . In the spectral region of interest the intensity fluctuations approximately show an exponential decay.
For the analysis of perfusion data the moments M. and the weighted or normalized moments Mw,. of the spectral power density S(~o) of the frequency distribution of intensity fluctuations due to the Doppler effect are important. In the following we will use the notation: Bonner and Nossal [1] showed that the first moment F is linearly proportional to the rootmean-square velocity of moving red blood cells: F = MI(0, 00)~ ~.
They also showed that the first moment F is linearly proportional to the concentration of red blood cells provided this concentration is small (negligible multiple scattering), which is the case for tissue perfusion (red blood cells ~0.025 vol%) [-l] .
In practice this first moment F is assumed to be linearly proportional to the perfusion defined as the average blood cell concentration time the average cell velocity. Since the total signal power is also linearly proportional to the concentration of red blood cells, the weighted moment Fw, defined by Fw = Ml,w(0, ~),
can be shown to be linearly proportional to the average cell velocity (v). By calculating both the weighted and the unweighted first moment from measurements, three relative parameters can be derived: the average perfusion, the average red blood cell concentration and the average cell velocity [-2] , respectively denoted by F = M1, D = Mo and R = Ml,w = F/D. The results of laser-Doppler flow measurements presented in literature are almost always expressed in Volts. These measurements normally refer to the unweighted first moment (clinically often referred to as: 'flow') [1] or the unweighted first moment corrected for multiple scattering and homodyne mixing introduced by Nilsson et al. [5] . In addition, arbitrary units (the so-called perfusion units) are used [9, 11] . Gush et al. [3] presented a signal processing method calibrated in Hz using a timecorrelation technique. With other measurements on human skin with a TSI laser-Doppler flow meter model BPM403 [8] the function F (blood flow) was calibrated in ml min-1/100 g, D (blood volume) is erythrocytes/mm 3 x 1.2 x 104 and R (blood velocity) in Hz. Although the absolute calibration of the numerator F and the denominator D is perhaps somewhat arbitrary, the accurate calibration of the fraction R gives the possibility of comparison with other blood flow meters. The signal processing instruments under investigation calculate one or more of the frequency moments mentioned above. The first instrument, an analogous device, provides a real-time measurement of the first weighted moment integrated over the frequency region of practical relevance. For tissue perfusion measurements this region ranges from 30 Hz to 30 kHz.
In the second instrument, a digital device, signal processing is performed by a correlation technique which provides signals proportional to the square of the average perfusion, the average red blood cell concentration and the average cell velocity. The duty cycle of the measurements ( ~ 20 ms) is short enough to provide approximately real-time perfusion measurements. This duty cycle is dependent upon the type of microprocessor used.
A third instrument, used for calibration, is a HP 3561A spectrum analyzer connected to a Personal Computer with an IEEE-488 interface. The spectral amplitude A(~o) is measured with the spectrum analyzer and sent to the computer by which the moments are calculated. This instrument is able to calculate only one measurement every two or three seconds in a limited frequency range. This is mainly caused by the communication time (handshaking) needed.
In Section 2 the instruments will be discussed. Section 3 contains calibration measurements and blood perfusion measurements of tissue. In Sections 4 and 5, discussion and conclusions are given.
Description of the instruments

The optical probe
During blood flow measurements and preceding calibration tests the same optical measuring probe was used for the three analyzing instruments. The probe we used here consists of a 780 nm, 5 mW diode laser which is temperature-stabilized with a Peltier element. Two photo diodes are present with current-to-voltage converters. The photo diodes collect the light from two similar areas of the sample. This light contains contributions from Doppler-shifted scattering at moving blood cells and non-Doppler-shifted scattering at structures at rest, mixed at the detectors. The signals from the diodes are fed into the analogous and digital signal processors, and also into the computer setup through a differential amplifier. A sketch of the optical probe is given in Fig. 1. 
The analogous instrument
The analogous signal processor calculates the moments Fa and Fw~ ('a' stands for 'analogous'): In order to prevent an influence of the photoplethysmographic effect on the signal (which normally will not exceed 30 Hz [l l-l), the lower frequency boundary was chosen to be 30 Hz. According to the Nyquist theorem the cut-off frequency of 30 Hz allows the analysis of signals with a period of approximately 0.1 s, so well below the heart-beat frequency. The upper frequency boundary was chosen to be 30 kHz since tissue perfusion normally does not contribute to signals above this frequency.
It can be shown from measurements at the physical and biological zero-signal level that the noise is white for the frequency region of interest and beyond, up to 100 kHz. Therefore, an averaged noise level is obtained from measurements at an adjacent frequency region (e.g. from 30 to 60 kHz), where no signal is present, and subsequently subtracted from the Doppler signal. The noise-corrected weighted first moment Fwac where the superscript n indicates that in Eq. (1) S(o~) has to be replaced by Sn(~o) obtained from the noise measurement, as indicated above.
The block diagram of the analogous instrument is given in Fig. 2 . From the input signal x(t):
where A(t~) stands for the spectral amplitude, re- In the present instrument z can be varied from 0.1 to 4 s. So on one hand details of the heart beat can be followed and on the other an averaging over several heart beats can be obtained. The integrations are performed electronically using a x/~-multiplication filter (for F~), RMS-to-DC converters and voltage squarers. The signal Da equals the denominator in Eq. (4). The signal N a is used to correct Fa and Da from noise contributions. This is allowed in case white noise is present, which can be verified using a 'black' sample or with a tissue sample under physical-zero condition. The ratio of the noise-corrected signals F, and D~ (see The signals collected by the two photodiodes in the optical probe are fed into a differential amplifier. After subtraction the resulting signal is almost free from disturbances due to external light sources. The two signals from the probe are also fed into a summing amplifier. With this summing amplifier we can measure the total amount of diffuse backscattered light that reaches the two photodiodes.
The output signal of the differential amplifier feeds two fourth-order bandpass filters. The first filter selects the Doppler band from 30 Hz to 30 kHz. The second filter filters the so-called noise band from 30 to (actually) 40 kHz. After filtering the Doppler band, the resulting spectrum is frequency-weighted by a .,/~-filter. This means that the transfer function of this filter has a constant slope of -3 dB/octave within the Doppler band.
The RMS value of the resulting spectrum is calculated using a RMS-to-DC converter. The averaging time constant of the converter is switch-selectable. The signal derived in this way is squared by an analogous multiplier and the result after additional amplification is the unweighted first moment F a as defined in Eq. (4).
To obtain the weighted first moment, a second RMS-to-DC converter is connected to the output of the Doppler filter and the resulting signal is squared by an analogous multiplier. After scaling by an additional amplifier the signal is used as the denominator of Eq. (4). The unweighted first moment is the numerator of Eq. (4). The two signals are then divided with an analogous divider and the result is the weighted first moment Fwa as defined in Eq. (4). The noise spectrum in the band of 30 to 40 kHz is treated in the same way as above. Eventually the analogous instrument yields three noisecorrected output signals. The first output signal is the corrected signal Fa and is assumed to be proportional to the average blood flow. The second is the corrected signal Da, assumed to be proportional to the average blood cell concentration. The third output signal is the corrected signal F a divided by the corrected signal Da, proportional to the average cell velocity. We will refer to this ratio as Ra.
The digital instrument
The digital signal processing is based on a correlation algorithm in the time domain, enabling the calculation of the second moment F (21 of the spectral power density S(~o), defined as
If the input signal is exponential (which approximately is the case for blood perfusion measurements) the following relation between the first moment F and the second moment F (2) holds exactly:
Then the average root-mean-square velocity of moving red blood cells is linearly proportional to the square root of the weighted second moment 
In Appendix A it is shown that this function can be calculated from the measurements using
where Rxx, Ryy and R,n(0, i) are the digitized zerotime autocorrelation functions of the signal x(t), its time derivative y(t) and the noise contribution n(t) at time interval i. The constants ~ and fi are related to the way of calculation of the noise correction, and turn out to be equal to 3 and 0.74, respectively for the present setup. The block diagram of the digital instrument is given in Fig. 3 . The two signals from the optical probe are fed into an AC-coupled instrumentation amplifier with a -3 dB cutoff at 3 Hz. The voltage gain is 100x. With these settings the output voltage of the amplifier has an amplitude of about 200 inV. Because of the use of two photodiodes in subtraction mode, in practice the output of the instrumentation amplifier contains Doppler information only. Laser noise and signals caused by external light sources such as room lamps (50 or 60 Hz and their higher harmonics) are mainly eliminated.
This signal is fed into the same type of Doppler and noise filters are used in the analogous instrument. The only difference is that the noisebandpass filter has its -3 dB cutoff's at, respectively, 30 and 40 kHz. This noise filter is followed by an additional amplifier, because the noise amplitude is much smaller than the Doppler signal amplitude. In this way the dynamic range of the analog-to-digital converter for the noise signal will be used optimally. The input of each filter can be selected by a processor-selectable analogous switch.
After passing the analogous switch the signal is coupled into the input of two cascaded processorcontrolled programmable amplifiers (PRAMs), enabling the selection of gain factors of 2" with 0 ~< n ~< 7. The PRAMs are included to prevent the bipolar input signal to exceed its limiting amplitude of 2.5 V, and are set such that the dynamic range of the ADCs is optimally used. The gain is automatically adjusted every 20 ms. The effect of amplification is corrected for afterwards, at the end of the processing. The signal resulting after amplification is fed into a 12-bit DAC for further processing.
The heart of the digital processing is the TI 32025 digital signal processor (DSP). In the present instrument this 16-bit processor contains 8 kbytes of ROM, 2 kbytes of fast Data-RAM and 2 kbytes of program-RAM. The processor communicates via the system bus with the processor/device interface board which controls the PRAMs with monitoring electronics and the analogous switch which selects between Doppler and noise band. Additionally the system bus is the communication path to the processor control panel board (the PCP). Using this PCP, instructions about the mode of operation are entered to the processor. connected to the system bus. With the present instrument the signals from the DACs are connected to a four-channel pen recorder for parallel on-line recording.
The measurements in this work refer to the digital instrument as a stand-alone unit. As a further development, this device was implemented on a computer card, to be inserted into a free slot in a personal computer.
The computer setup
The computer setup, used for calibration, consists of a Hewlett-Packard 3561A spectrum analyzer coupled to a personal computer with a National Instruments IEEE-488 interface. The computer is equipped with a numerical coprocessor. The spectrum analyzer samples the input signal x during a period T, taking P samples. A discrete spectral amplitude density X(nAog) is calculated using T P£1 x(kAt)e jkn2~/P This discrete spectral amplitude density X(nA~o) is transferred into the computer where the discrete spectral power density S(nAto) is calculated according to S(nA~o) = XZ(nA~).
(13)
The spectrum analyzer has two settings for the span and the resolution, of interest for the present: 10 kHz span with 25 Hz resolution, and 12.5 kHz span with 31.25 Hz resolution, respectively. These spans are comparable to the spans used by the analogous and digital instrument. It was not necessary to select a larger frequency range, more equal to those of the analogous and digital instrument, since the signals used in the calibration did not exceed 12.5 kHz. The quantization errors in the weighted and unweighted first moments of the spectral power density are smaller than 0.2% for a 10 kHz span and smaller than 0.3% for a 12.5 kHz span.
The spectrum analyzer renders also the possibility of averaging the spectral amplitude density X(nA~o) several times before transferring into the computer.
Noise can be subtracted by the spectrum analyzer if the noise can be measured separately from the signal. The noise is stored in a buffer which is subtracted from the spectral amplitude density X(nAto) after transfer into the computer.
The time necessary for one calculation of the weighted and unweighted first moment of the spectral power density depends on the number of averages. Without averaging one calculation takes about 3 s (primarily due to the handshaking between computer and analyzer). Although no realtime tissue measurements can be done with this setup, the high accuracy gives the possibility of gauging the analogous and digital instrument under static conditions. Short-term variations (as can be found in the exponential noise source) can be eliminated by averaging, in order to maintain static condition.
Performance tests
Introduction
Both the analogous and digital signal processors a series of first-order band filters, leading to the signal
with A, the amplitude at f= 0 and fo the -3 dB frequency. The exponential behavior is reproducible after averaging: less than 1% amplitude variation after 100 times root-mean-square averaging. This is done since the characteristics of noise can only be determined after averaging. Two such noise sources were used, with -3 dB points at fo = 3.0 and 6.0 kHz, respectively. In Table 1 the dependence of the relevant moments upon the amplitude or the frequency of the two kinds of sources is summarized. The unit of all output signals of both the analogous and digital instrument is Volt. The amplitude A(~o) measured with the spectrum analyzer is also given in Volt. This determines the dimensions of the relevant frequency moments and of the sensitivity (defined as the output per unit of input signal) of the moments. The dimensions are mentioned in Tables 2 and 3 , together with the measured values (to be dealt with in the following sections).
To calculate the limit sensitivity (or the minimal detectable signal), the smallest acceptable amplitude was determined with the sinusoidal input signal for both the analogous and digital instrument and verified with the computer setup for several frequencies.
The characteristic time constant z during measurements was 4 s for the analogous instrument and 5 s for the digital instrument. Since we use well-defined input signals for calibration, free of noise such as shot noise and darkcurrent noise from an optical probe, in the present experiments noise subtraction was not necessary and was not used.
The analogous instrument
Measurements with the analogous instrument are shown in Figs. 5-7. The measurements of F a and R, were performed with the sinusoidal input signal (variable frequency) and the measurement of D a is done with the exponential noise input signal (variable amplitude). Of course absolute values of measurements depend on chosen settings of the amplifiers of the output signals. Therefore the sensitivity depends on an amplification factor f (here f= 1) and the accuracy is given in percentages.
The results of the measurements with the analogous instrument are listed in Table 2 . The limit sensitivity of F, turns out to be linearly dependent upon the frequency: 1.0× 10 -3 VZHz2/Hz. The limit sensitivity of R a is frequency independent:
1.0X 10 -3V2HZ.
In Fig. 8 a typical Calibration fraction analog setup. 
The digital instrument
Measurements with the digital instrument are shown in Figs. 9-11 . The results of the measurements are listed in Table 3 . Although the sensitivity of f d and Dd also depends on chosen settings of the output amplifiers (amplification factor f), R d is independent of those settings. This gives the dependent upon the frequency) and Dd of the digital instrument are 1.6 x 10 3 V2Hz3/Hz and 1.6 x 10-3 V2Hz, respectively.
In Fig. 12 a measurement of blood flow in skin tissue is shown [4] . The measurement was performed similar to the measurement of the analogous instrument. The characteristics time constant r is equal to 0.5 s. The variations in Fd are similar to those of the variations in Fa of the analogous instrument. Note that Dd which is a measure for the number of red blood cells does not give an accurate number during an occlusion. This is due to the fact that during an occlusion no moving particles are present in the probe volume and therefore Dd and Rd are of no use in this range. Fd probably still gives a usable signal in this range for clinical use (i.e. the absence of flow).
Discussion
When we compare the performance of the analogous and digital instrument, the digital instrument is to be preferred. The digital instrument is more accurate and has a larger dynamic range. The larger dynamic range is caused by the automatic optimization of the amplification of the input signal. The limit sensitivity of the analogous instrument is comparable to that of the digital instrument but due to the automatic amplification of the input signal the digital instrument is very user-friendly. In addition to this the amplification factor f of the output signals in the digital instrument is limited to a known number of settings of the DACs, whereas the amplification factor f in the analogous instrument is set by potentiometers and its value is difficult to verify.
The only advantage of the analogous instrument is a lower production price due to cheaper components. Remarkable, however, is the offset in Rd of the digital instrument below 2 kHz (see Fig. 11 ) which limits the range of maximum accuracy. Although it is caused by an offset in Fd, it is more easily noticed in Rd due to the way of calculation. The error probably occurs in the calculations of the time derivative y = dx/dt (see Eq. (A.12)) and requires further research.
When the results have to meet very high quality demands, a similar setup as our computer setup with a spectrum analyzer is necessary. Although no data are given on sensitivity, accuracy and limit sensitivity of this setup, these are probably only limited by the errors due to quantization of the input signal. These errors are estimated to be always smaller than 0.3%. A disadvantage, however, is the long time needed for one measurement and the high costs for such a setup.
Finally when we look upon the units of the numerator F, the denominator D and the fraction R of both the first and second weighted moment of the computer it is obvious that these units do not refer to the physical units of the first and second moment. We introduced these units only to describe correct signal transfer functions from the Doppler input signal to the signal processor output signals.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented different signal processing setups for laser-Doppler perfusion meters: an instrument based on analogous electronics, an instrument based on digital electronics and a setup consisting of a HP3561A spectrum analyzer coupled with a National Instruments IEEE-488 interface to a personal computer. The sensitivity, limit sensitivity and accuracy of these setups are determined and measurements with all three setups are presented. The results are presented in this paper. For each setup the advantages and disadvantages are discussed. In short the analogous instrument is the cheapest but has a very small dynamic input signal range, the digital instrument has a good performance and is user-friendly and the computer setup is the most accurate but very expensive and does not measure in real time. As a further development, the algorithm of the digital instrument was implemented on a processor card to be inserted into a free slot of a personal computer.
We proposed a performance test procedure for laser-Doppler flow-meter signal processors in order to make several processors and measurements comparable.
According to this procedure the output of signal processors should be calibrated in V/V 2 Hz z for the numerator F, V/V 2 Hz for the denominator D and V/Hz for the fraction R of the weighted first moment of the spectral power density S(~o). Calibration for the biological relevant blood flow, blood volume and velocity is likely to be very dependent on the specific construction of the optical probe, the actual size and optical parameters of the tissue measuring volume and parameters such as temperature and degree of humidity and should therefore for every new measurement to related to the standard calibration we presented above. where ~f3 dB --fs 2X f3 dB and al-(A.14) ao -nf3 da + f, rcf3 oB + fs'
For a value of the cut-off frequency f3 OB slightly above the upper limit of the frequency range (40.5 kHz) and with fs = 100 kHz the constants ao and al amount to 0.1199 and 1.1199, respectively.
Then a magnitude of y(tl) which is a good approximation of dx(t)/dt in the frequency range 30 Hz-30 kHz can be obtained (see [7] ). Using Eq. . 11) ). The error due to digitalization of the input signal x is smaller than 0.7% (calculated for an exponential spectrum E(co) = Aexp(-0.0002*co) where A is the amplitude and co is in Hz, which is a good approximation for the input signal x).
